Welcome to the SAP TMS Wiki Space.
This Transport Management System (BC-CTS-TMS) Wiki Space is the place for resources and known-issues related to the transports handling and monitoring in an SAP system landscape.

• **Disclaimer:** Content Accuracy is assured as much as possible. Viewer discretion is advised.
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**Space Editor:**
Javier Hernanz

**Moderators:**
Jason O’Riordan | Manuel Suarez | Javier Hernanz

**How to contribute:** Click [here](#) to submit content

**SAP Community Topic:** Software Logistics

**SAP Answers (Q&A):** Software Logistics | Change Control and Transport

**SAP Blogs:** Software Logistics | Software Logistics Toolset
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**Wiki documentation**

• Changing the TMSADM password
• Transport buffer with wrong sequence of transports

**Relevant SAP Notes & KBAs**
Social Media Channels:

### Important News

- Watch the video about the new Supportability tool for transport related problems!!

- Check out the new Language analysis tool

- **Now Available:** Subscribe to the NEW WhatsApp Product Support channel for SAP NetWeaver updates. Choose the topics you need. Send the word “Start” to activate updates sent to your mobile device. Subscribe today clicking [here](#)! WhatsApp is required to access this channel on your mobile device.

**SAP NetWeaver on WhatsApp:** [Blog link](#)

- **Now Available:** SAP Support Expands Ask an Expert Peer. Ask an Expert Peer lets you collaborate on your technical, product-related questions through one-on-one interactions with a qualified and approved expert outside of SAP. Read more clicking [here](#)!
FAQs

- Technical Implementation: FAQ content moved to the following documents in the Software Logistics sub-space in SAP Community Network:
  - FAQ - System Installation
  - FAQ - System Copy